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In this paper, we apply Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) to develop sparse but accurate 
representations for the Multiscale Coarse-Graining (MSCG) approximation to the many-
body potential of mean force. We rigorously framed the MSCG method into MRA so that 
all the instruments of this theory become available together with a multitude of new 
basis functions, namely the wavelets. The coarse-grained (CG) force field is hierarchically 
decomposed at different resolution levels enabling to choose the most appropriate wavelet 
family for each physical interaction without requiring an a priori knowledge of the details 
localization. The representation of the CG potential in this new efficient orthonormal 
basis leads to a compression of the signal information in few large expansion coefficients. 
The multiresolution property of the wavelet transform allows to isolate and remove the 
noise from the CG force-field reconstruction by thresholding the basis function coefficients 
from each frequency band independently. We discuss the implementation of our wavelet-
based MSCG approach and demonstrate its accuracy using two different condensed-phase 
systems, i.e. liquid water and methanol. Simulations of liquid argon have also been 
performed using a one-to-one mapping between atomistic and CG sites. The latter model 
allows to verify the accuracy of the method and to test different choices of wavelet 
families. Furthermore, the results of the computer simulations show that the efficiency and 
sparsity of the representation of the CG force field can be traced back to the mathematical 
properties of the chosen family of wavelets. This result is in agreement with what is known 
from the theory of multiresolution analysis of signals.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Despite the tremendous increase in computer power and algorithms efficiency, an adequate investigation of many com-
plex systems remains well beyond the present capabilities of conventional atomistic simulation methods. To overcome this 
problem, in the recent years, coarse-grained (CG) models have become very popular. In these models, groups of atoms are 
clustered into new CG sites and averaging over less important details allows to focus on essential features, consequently 
obtaining a significant jump in the accessible spatial/temporal scales.
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In the CG approach, a mapping operator (typically the center of mass or the center of geometry of a set of atoms) is 
used to define the location of each CG site in an atomistic system as a function of the positions of the atoms. Then the key 
issue is the choice of the properties used to link the models of different resolutions. Several CG techniques are based on a 
“bottom-up” approach which employs information from the atomistic model to construct the potential for a CG model of 
the corresponding system.

A straightforward and popular approach is the Boltzmann inversion [1], together with its extensions like iterative 
Boltzmann inversion and inverse Monte Carlo method [2,3]. Another class of CG methods uses variational approaches to 
determine in a systematic way the CG potential within a rigorous statistical mechanical framework, such as the Multiscale 
Coarse-Graining (MSCG) introduced by Izvekov and Voth [4,5].

The basic assumption of the MSCG method is that the atomistic and the coarse-grained canonical distribution functions 
are compatible. The compatibility condition between CG and all-atom (AA) models is obtained by requiring that the prob-
ability to find the CG system in a given configuration is equal to the probability to find the AA system in the subset of AA 
configurations corresponding to the CG reduction defined by the mapping operator [6–8].

The MSCG force field is determined by minimizing a defined variational residual which generates a linear least-squares 
problem. The resulting inverse problem is solved by choosing an appropriate basis set of functions. The numerical imple-
mentation of the variational principle in MSCG can become a hard demanding task. There are two main challenges that 
arise by solving the least-squares problem. First, with a uniform grid, the huge number of equations requires an enormous 
amount of storage memory and computational power. Secondly, especially for complex systems, a poor sampling can induce 
statistical noises in the construction of the CG potential or in the worst case a degeneracy of the solution. Lu et al. have 
discussed in great details different new algorithms aiming at enhancing the efficiency and the stability of the MSCG com-
putations [9]. In particular, they proposed various dense and sparse matrix algorithms to speed up the calculations and to 
regularize ill-posed MSCG problems.

In the present paper, we introduce a rigorous framework for the use of the wavelet transform in the context of the 
multiresolution analysis (MRA) for implementing the MSCG variational principle. This approach represents an innovative 
way to address the problems related to the sparsity of the CG potential representation. In a slightly different context, 
Ismail et al. introduced a coarse-graining methodology based on the wavelet transform, as a method for sampling polymer 
chains [10].

Thank to the MRA, the CG force field is decomposed at multiple space-scales simultaneously through a sequence of 
nested vector spaces to reflect the actual physical processes underlying the observed behavior as closely as possible. More-
over, the wavelet transform produces excellent results in signal denoising [11,12]. By shrinking or suppressing the wavelet 
coefficients under a predetermined threshold we are able to reduce the noise strongly.

The paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 is devoted to the MSCG theory. In Section 3, wavelets as new 
basis functions are introduced. In Section 4, the implementation of the wavelet-based MSCG approach and the demon-
stration of its accuracy is discussed using two different condensed-phase systems, namely liquid water and methanol. 
Simulations of liquid argon were performed to test different wavelets properties. Finally, the last two Sections 5 and 6
contain discussion and conclusions, respectively.

2. The MSCG method: background

The first step in the construction of a CG force field is the reduction of the degrees of freedom of the atomistic system by 
means of a map that groups atoms into CG sites generally called beads. Let r = {r1, . . . , rn} be the Cartesian coordinates of 
an instantaneous configuration of our atomistic model, composed by n atoms, and let R = {R1, . . . , RN } be the corresponding 
state of our CG model composed by N CG sites. The configuration of the CG system is specified by a linear mapping operator 
M(r) = {M1(r), . . . , MN (r)} of the form

MI (r) =
n∑

i=1

cIiri = RI for I = 1, . . . , N. (1)

The CG site I is composed by all the atoms i such that cIi �= 0. The numerical value of the coefficients is typically chosen 
so that RI is either the center of mass or the geometrical center of the bead I . A basic assumption of the CG approach is 
that the atomistic and the coarse-grained canonical distribution functions are compatible. Equating AA and CG canonical 
distribution functions brings to the following effective potential U CG of the CG system:

U CG(R) = −β−1 ln
∫

e−βU (r)δ
(
R − M(r)

)
dr . (2)

It is also called potential of mean force (PMF) and represents the free energy of the atomistic system conditioned to the 
surface M(r) = R. It is defined only up to an arbitrary additive constant. The PMF defines the CG force field through the 
relation:

FI (R) = −∂U CG

∂RI
(3)

where FI (R) is the force acting on the CG site I .
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Let us associate a force vector {GI (R)} to each CG configuration R and each CG site I , {I = 1, . . . , N}. The MSCG method 
determines an optimal CG force field from the PMF by minimizing with respect to {GI (R)}N

I=1 the following quadratic 
functional:

χ2[G] = 1

3N

〈 N∑
I=1

∣∣∣FAA
I (r) − GI

(
M(r)

)∣∣∣2
〉

AA
, (4)

where FAA
I (r) is the sum of the atomistic forces acting on the atoms which belong to the site I in the AA configuration r. 

The average in equation (4) is computed with respect to the atomistic canonical distribution. The functional χ2 measures 
to what extent the set of force vectors GI matches the average of the total atomistic force acting on the CG sites. Hence, the 
minimization of the functional χ2 is equivalent to a force matching condition.

In order to make the variational problem (4) numerically manageable, the functions GI (R) are first represented as a sum 
of central, pairwise contributions:

GI (R) =
∑

J

f (R I J )R̂I J , (5)

where R I J is the distance between the CG sites I and J , R̂I J is the unit vector directed from J to I and f is the component 
of the force between I and J at the distance R I J along the direction R̂I J . Let us notice that, if all the CG sites are identical, 
the functions f do not depend on the labels I and J . The unknown function f is then expanded with respect to a suitable 
set of basis functions { fm}:

GI (R) =
∑

J

∞∑
m=1

φm fm(R I J )R̂I J . (6)

Defining the vector functions Gm;I (R) = ∑
J fm(R I J )R̂I J and rearranging the sum in (6), we obtain the following expansion 

of the functions GI (R):

GI (R) =
∞∑

m=1

φmGm;I (R). (7)

The vector functions Gm;I (R) describe the contribution to the force GI (R) acting on the site I deriving from the spatial 
arrangement R of the CG sites. The representation of the forces GI(R) as a sum of pairwise contributions is approximated 
because, by construction, the CG forces contain in principles many-body contributions at all orders. Nevertheless this ap-
proximation is sufficiently accurate for the systems treated in this paper.

The expansion (7) is subsequently truncated in such a way that only a finite number M of basis force fields contribute. 
The functional (4) is minimized with respect to the coefficients {φm}M

m=1 of the truncated expansion. This procedure gives 
an approximate solution of the variational problem that can be improved by increasing the number of basis force fields. It 
is possible to prove that the values of the coefficients that minimize the functional χ2 satisfies the following set of linear 
algebraic equations:∑

n

Amnφn = bm (8)

where

Amn = 1

3N

〈 N∑
I=1

Gm;I
(
M(r)

)
Gn;I

(
M(r)

)〉
AA

(9)

bm = 1

3N

〈 N∑
I=1

Gm;I
(
M(r)

)
FAA

I (r)
〉

AA
. (10)

The entries of the matrices A and b measure the correlations between all couples of basis force fields and the correlation of 
each basis force field with the atomistic force field F AA, respectively. The canonical averages appearing in (9) and (10) are 
numerically evaluated through a sampling of AA configurations in an atomistic MD simulation.

The system of linear equations (8) is solved using standard methods, such as Gaussian elimination or Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD). The CG force field is finally reconstructed by substituting the solutions φ̃m of (8) into the expansion 
(7) of the force field truncated at the term M .

The dimension and the condition number of the matrix A becomes a crucial point for complicated systems, where 
the bonded interactions are included and several CG types are present. It is evident that a sparse representation of the 
interactions is needed.
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In this paper, we use wavelets for the functions { fm} in the expansion (6). In the first versions of the MSCG method, 
the authors proposed piecewise constant, linear and cubic spline basis sets to represent various CG interactions [7]. The 
drawback of this solution is that the CG force field expansion is carried into a uniform grid and consequently a large 
number of functions is necessary to approximate the interaction potential with acceptable accuracy. Basis functions with 
small support are needed especially in the regions with high force-field derivatives, where the reconstruction accuracy is of 
fundamental importance. As a result, in the cited paper, more than 200 basis functions were required to describe a typical 
nonbonded short-range interaction. For very complex systems, in presence of many different CG types, many nonbonded 
short-range interactions should be evaluated and consequently the equation matrix may grow dramatically. By increasing 
the number of grid points, it may occur that some basis function is supported by poor statistics which provides a noisy CG 
potential because of uncertainty in the coefficients or, in the worst case, a singular matrix. For examples, for nonbonded 
potentials, the core repulsive region is the zone with less sampled data and with a very dense grid, a function might be 
never evaluated and consequently the associated matrix becomes singular.

To optimize the number of basis functions a non-uniform grid with spacing depending on the details of the force field 
should be used. Das and Andersen proposed piecewise polynomials with on a non-uniform grid [13]. This construction, 
however, requires a prior knowledge of the CG potential shape in order to thicken the grid in the region where this is 
needed.

Other solutions were proposed, for example using higher-order polynomials, which was achieved using B-spline basis 
functions [14] or basis functions for particular requirements [13]. A further improvement was reached by introducing mul-
tiscale cubic polynomials [15] combined with a modified version of the elastic net method [16]. With this approach, the 
authors are able to consistently reduce the number of basis functions. Their construction led to a smoothed Haar wavelet 
but without the property of the multiresolution analysis.

In our approach, using the wavelets in the framework of the multiresolution analysis, the choice of the grid is auto-
matically solved. In the core repulsive region, a finer grid is adaptively set to represent a function with a high derivative; 
on the other hand in the cut-off region, where the function is almost flat, a coarser grid gives a sparser representation 
with sufficient accuracy. This approach represents a further improvement compared to the penalty term in the multiscale 
construction proposed by Das and Andersen in Ref. [15].

3. Wavelets as new basis functions for the CG potential

In transform theories, problems with time and frequency resolution due to the Heisenberg principle exist regardless of 
the transform used. While Fourier analysis gives a perfect frequency resolution but loses time information, Multi-Resolution
Analysis (MRA) captures both frequency and time information, formalizing the intuitive idea that a function f (x) in L2(R)

can be analyzed at different scales in such a way that only relevant details are taken into account. Wavelets are one of the 
main concepts in MRA. The construction of a wavelet orthonormal basis uses scaling functions ϕ(x) that have the following 
fundamental property: they can be written as linear combinations of ϕ(2x − k), the half-scaled and n/2 translated versions 
of ϕ(x). That is:

ϕ(x) =
∑

n

h0(n)ϕ(2x − n) . (11)

This is called the two-scale relation for the scaling functions ϕ and the coefficients h0(n) are fixed real numbers specific 
to each different family of wavelets. If we fix that the function ϕ0(x) spans the space V 0, the functions

ϕ jn(x) = 2− j
2 ϕ0(2− j x − n) , n = 0 . . . 2 j − 1

span the spaces V j . The two-scale relation (11) generates a nested sequence of subspaces:

L2(R) ⊃ . . . ⊃ V−2 ⊃ V−1 ⊃ V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ . . . (12)

Since V j−1 = V j ⊕ W j , where W j is the orthogonal complement of V j respect to V j−1, the wavelet ψ ∈ W j is defined 
through the functions ϕ(2x − n):

ψ(x) =
∑

n

h1(n)ϕ(2x − n) , (13)

where h1(n) = (−1)n h0(1 − n). This is the two-scale relation for the wavelets. Equations (11) and (13) hold at any scale. 
A fixed number of coefficients h0(n) and h1(n) relates the scaling functions and wavelets at one resolution to the scaling 
functions at the next lower resolution. The scaling function ϕ0(x) is also called father wavelet while ψ(x) ∈ W0 is called the 
mother wavelet. For this reason, the term wavelet includes both scaling and wavelet functions, although scaling functions are 
not proper wavelets. Equation (14) motivates formally this way of using the term wavelet. The sequence of closed spaces V j , 
j ∈ Z defines a multiresolution and provides discrete different levels of signal approximation associated with a system of 
superimposed grids at different space scales. Given that the spaces V j and V j−1 contain approximations at scales 2 j and 
2 j−1 respectively, it is meaningful to interpret the functions belonging to the orthogonal complement W j of V j in V j−1 as 
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details at the scale 2 j−1. The equation V j−1 = V j ⊕ W j can be recursively expanded to connect a more resolute level j − m
to a less resolute one j in the following way:

V j−m = V j ⊕ W j ⊕ W j−1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ W j−m+1. (14)

Equation (14) means that an approximation of a function f at a scale 2 j−m can be obtained starting with an approximation 
at a less resolute scale 2 j by adding details at more and more resolute scales. Multiresolution theory therefore provides 
techniques to construct a basis for the spaces W j as translated and scaled versions of the mother wavelet ψ , that is:

ψ jn(x) = 2− j/2ψ
(
2− j x − n

)
(15)

and we have the following representation of the function f , starting from a reference scale J :

f =
+∞∑

k=−∞
akφ Jk +

∞∑
j= J

+∞∑
k=−∞

d jkψ jk (16)

and the L2(R) norm of a function f can be written as follows

‖ f ‖2 =
+∞∑

k=−∞
|ak|2 +

∞∑
j= J

+∞∑
k=−∞

|d jk|2. (17)

Thus the squares |d jk|2 of the coefficients d jk can be interpreted as a measure of the contribution of a detail at a scale 2 j−1

at the position x = k2 j . This suggests a procedure of decimation of the basis functions using a chosen threshold suited to 
obtain a sparse representation of the force field.

Actually large-amplitude wavelet coefficients can detect and measure short high-frequency variations because they have 
narrow time localization at high frequencies. At low frequencies their time resolution is lower, but they have a better 
frequency resolution. In this way MRA analysis provides a frame where these opposite behaviors of the force field can be 
taken into account simultaneously in an effective way.

In molecular dynamic simulations, the nonbonded potentials are cut at a certain distance rmax, beyond which the in-
teractions between particles become negligible and can be set to zero. Moreover, due to the high repulsive core for short 
distances, MSCG formalism introduces a threshold rmin as the smallest value of the distance between CG beads where we 
can collect enough statistics at all-atom level. For these reasons, the CG force field should be considered as a signal on a 
bounded interval [rmin, rmax] rather than on R. Working with a force field defined on a limited interval forced us to adapt 
the multiresolution theory to signals defined on a bounded interval. Applying the wavelet transform, which was designed 
for an infinite length signal, directly to the CG force field leads to artifacts near the boundaries. To avoid such edge artifacts 
in the CG force field reconstruction, we implemented so-called edge wavelets [17]. To simplify the construction, the closed 
interval I = [rmin, rmax] is finally mapped into [0, 1].

4. Results

In this work we tested the wavelet based MSCG approach (WMSCG) on water and methanol bulk systems at the liquid 
state. We also present a systematic study of the WMSCG approach for a simple model of Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles, 
focusing on some wavelet family properties for the CG potential approximation. All classical MD simulations were performed 
using GROMACS [18] simulation package. The CG force field of the LJ system was reconstructed using Daubechies (db) and 
Symlets [19] (sym) from 2 to 16 on the interval, while liquid water and methanol were analyzed using db6 on the interval.

4.1. Liquid argon

Being a monoatomic system, the liquid argon enable us to map trivially each atom to a single CG site. In this way 
the AA system coincides with the CG system and the whole MSCG method can be regarded as a reverse engineering 
procedure for reconstructing the potential from the trajectories. Knowing the solution in advance (the CG potential coincides 
actually with the LJ potential used for generating the trajectories) we can compute exactly the reconstruction error obtained 
using different wavelets families in different operating conditions. This allowed to address several issues related to the 
optimization of the choice of the wavelets.

After equilibration, the system composed by 1000 argon atoms was simulated in the constant NVT ensemble for 5 ns 
using the leap-frog algorithm [20] with an integration timestep of 1 fs. The interactions between atoms were modeled by 
a Lennard-Jones potential [21] and a cut-off distance of 0.9 nm was used. The simulation was performed in a cubic box of 
V = (3.587 nm)3 under periodic boundary conditions with a target temperature of 90 K maintained by a velocity-rescaling 
thermostat [22] and a coupling parameter of 0.1 ps. The coordinates and the forces for each atom were recorded every 
picosecond during the course of the trajectory to obtain 5000 configurations. Fig. 1 illustrates the force field reconstruction 
using four different wavelet families, namely db1, db2, db9 and db16 with respectively 0, 1, 8 and 15 vanishing moments. 
As we will see in Section 5, the number of vanishing moments is one of the most important properties that contributes to 
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Fig. 1. Force profile reconstruction using scaling functions of the family db1 (top left), db2 (top right), db9 (bottom left) and db16 (bottom right). The solid 
line is the WMSCG force field approximation with 33 scaling functions at J = −5 without the correction provided by wavelets. Dots represent the exact 
solution. In the insert of each figure, the error between the WMSCG and the exact LJ curves is highlighted.

the sparsity of the CG force field. The force profile was obtained only with the contribution of scaling functions, at the scale 
J = −5. The L2 norm of the error in the reconstruction is depicted in the insert of each figure. It can be noticed that the 
accuracy in the reconstruction of the repulsive region improves with the increasing of vanishing moments however, in the 
region of cut-off the force profile obtained with db16 scaling functions oscillate, differently from the others. This behavior 
can be explained by the fact that the wavelet support length increases with its number of vanishing moments. Since the 
frequency content of the nonbonded interaction changes rapidly near to the repulsive core, some basis functions should 
take into account about opposite behaviors in its support. Daubechies 9 is among the four choices depicted the one that 
has the best compromise between vanishing moments and support length. The role played by the number of vanishing 
moments and the accuracy in the reconstruction was investigated in more details and the results are shown in Fig. 2. In this 
test we isolate the two regions of the interval with different frequency content to avoid opposite behaviors in the wavelet 
support due to a rapid change in spectral content. Thus, we divided the force field domain I = [0.31, 0.90] nm into two 
non-overlapping intervals, namely I = [0.31, 0.37] and I = [0.37, 0.90] nm. In the first interval, high-order polynomials are 
required locally to approximate the potential, so wavelets with many vanishing moments perform better. The force field in 
the interval I = [0.37, 0.90] nm is characterized by having low frequencies, in this region wavelets with relative few vanish-
ing moments and consequently a shorter support size are more advisable for obtaining a sparser reconstruction. To perform 
this analysis we tested fifteen different symlets (sym) families (from 2 to 16) with 1 to 15 vanishing moments, respectively. 
For each family we have measured the approximation error as the L2 norm of the difference between the atomistic LJ and 
the wavelet representation of the CG force field. The L2 norm of the error ‖ f AA − f CG‖2 as function of the wavelet family 
is depicted in Fig. 2. In both intervals the reconstruction error decreases as the number of vanishing moments increases. 
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction error with different symlets wavelet functions in two non-overlapping bounded intervals. Left: error L2 norm in logarithmic scale 
interval I = [0.31, 0.37] nm obtained with scaling functions and wavelets at J = −6. In this interval, it should be preferred basis functions orthogonal to 
high-order polynomials. Right: error L2 norm in logarithmic scale interval I = [0.37, 0.90] nm obtained with scaling functions and wavelets at J = −6. In 
this interval the LJ functions is well represented already by low-order polynomials.

Fig. 3. Approximation error as a function of the number of basis functions. By removing one-by-one the wavelet basis functions sorted by ascending 
magnitude value the accuracy of the approximation is not affected until the last 25 more important basis functions are removed.

In the interval I = [0.37, 0.90] nm having more than 4 vanishing moments do not improve the solution significantly, so in 
this interval it is preferable wavelets orthogonal to low-order polynomials because they have a shorter support. On the con-
trary, in the interval I = [0.31, 0.37] nm, the higher the number of vanishing moments the more accurate the solution. The 
optimal wavelet family is the one that better satisfies the compromise between accuracy and sparsity. It is worth noticing 
that the FF in these two intervals has a different spectral content: in the left region very high frequencies are present, on 
the contrary the right part of the non-bonded potential contains only low frequencies. The best solution could be achieved 
by mixing wavelets with different features (dictionaries). The choice of a different wavelet family for the two region, i.e. in 
the left region a wavelet with many vanishing moments, whereas in the right intervals a wavelet with a short support size, 
would give a more sparse representation.

Another important parameter that should be carefully chosen is the threshold value under which the basis function 
coefficients are set to zero. To test how this value affects the solution we started representing the force field using db6 
wavelets at the scales J = −4, −5, −6 obtaining 125 coefficients. Thereafter, we removed one-by-one the wavelet basis 
functions sorted by ascending magnitude value. After each coefficient suppression we computed the approximation error. 
The result is depicted in Fig. 3, we can notice that only removing the 25 more important wavelet functions we introduce 
an appreciable error in the reconstruction. This test suggest also that working with an orthonormal set of basis functions 
we could implement a stop criterion that, differently from the present approach, inserts one-by-one a new basis function. 
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Fig. 4. Number of events caught by wavelet basis functions at J = −7 in the interval I = [0.29, 0.9] nm. The region of core potential is rarely sampled, 
which can be seen as few events (distance between beads) in the most left side of the graph. In the insert: pairwise force profile between argon atoms as 
a function of distance. Solid line: WMSCG reconstruction using db6 with J = −4, . . . , −7, dots represent the atomistic Lennard-Jones force field.

Moreover, it is important to notice that using orthonormal basis, the computation of the coefficients of a new candidate 
basis functions do not requires to re-compute all the other coefficients, it is sufficient to project the old solution in the new 
greater space. In Fig. 4 it is shown how the representation is affected by a poor statistics by setting a too small rmin, in this 
case equal to 0.29 nm. This parameter should be set as small as possible to have an accurate representation in the repulsive 
region where the potential has a high derivative but great enough to catch in the sampled atomistic configurations sufficient 
events to stabilize the coefficients magnitude (9) and (10). The figure depicts in the x-axis the different basis functions and 
in the y-axis their sampled frequency. The result of setting a too small rmin is that the first dozen of wavelet functions are 
supported by few events which unveils in the uncertainty of the coefficients and consequently a reconstructed force field 
noisy and unreliable (shown in the insert).

4.2. Methanol

An all atoms model of 800 methanol molecules was simulated for 10 ns with an integration timestep of 1 fs and 2 fs, in 
AA and CG respectively. Interactions between atoms were modeled using the parameters from the OPLS-AA force field [23]. 
The simulation, after equilibration, was performed in the constant NVT ensemble in a cubic box of V = (3.815 nm)3 under 
periodic boundary conditions with a target temperature of 300 K. Long-ranged and short-ranged non-bonded interactions 
were truncated at a cut-off distance of 1.00 nm. The coordinates and the forces for each atom were recorded every 2 ps 
during the course of the trajectory to obtain 5000 configurations. Each methanol molecule is replaced by a bead and the 
center of mass is used as a mapping operator. The mass of each site was defined as the total mass of the methanol molecule 
and zero net charge was assigned to each bead. The WMSCG potential was defined by a sum of short-ranged non-bonded 
central pair potential between identical CG sites. We opted for the wavelet family db6 on the interval I = [0.29, 1.00] nm. 
From our simulations we see that this wavelet family satisfy the trade-off between sparsity and accuracy of the results 
globally in the interval. The resolution level of the approximation was J = −5 and only one level of wavelets was employed.

Note that, exploiting the MRA properties, the choice of reference V 0 is arbitrary: conceptually we can start at any 
resolution level but the choice has consequences on the sparsity of the representation. This means that if we analyze a signal 
using the combination of scaling function and wavelets, the scaling function by itself takes care of the spectrum otherwise 
covered by all the wavelets up to scale J . A final set of 44 basis functions was selected thresholding the coefficients at 
T = 0.3. The region of the force field in the interval I =]0, rmin] is extrapolated by means of a function like fext(r) =

A
(r−B)13 + C . The wavelets at resolutions lower than J = −5 were all eliminated during the thresholding procedure. The 
resulting force field and the related methanol–methanol radial distribution function for both the atomistic and CG systems 
are depicted in Fig. 5. The RDF of the CG system was computed as the radial distribution function between the center of 
mass position of the atomistic methanol molecules. The radial distribution function of the CG model agrees excellently with 
that obtained from atomistic trajectory.

We simulated the CG methanol using the iterative Yvon–Born–Green method (YBG) introduced in [24] by Cho and Chu. 
The connection between YBG and MSCG have been discussed by Mullinax and Noid in [25] and [26]. This procedure enables 
to introduce information associated with three body correlations in order to obtain an optimal two-body approximation 
of the PMF. The results of our simulations showed that the corrections provided by the iterative YBG procedure was not 
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Fig. 5. Left: Pairwise force between CG methanol molecules as a function of interdistance. Dotted line: force profile applying the WMSCG approach. Solid 
line: force profile applying one loop of YBG method. Right: RDFs between the center of mass of methanol molecules. Dots represent the atomistic RDF, 
dashed line the RDF obtained with WMSCG approach and solid line applying one loop of YBG.

relevant for this system (see Fig. 5). This indicates that the many-body PMF for the one-site CG model is well represented 
only by a sum of pair-additive interactions between sites, without the corrections provided by the YBG method.

4.3. Water

An atomistic bulk system of 895 water molecules at 298 K was simulated using a TIP3P [27] water model to mimic the 
atomic interactions. The system, after equilibration, was simulated for 10 ns with an integration timestep of 2 fs and 5 fs, in 
the AA and CG respectively. The simulation was performed in the constant NVT ensemble in a cubic box of V = (2.998 nm)3

under periodic boundary conditions. Long-ranged electrostatic interactions and short-ranged non-bonded interactions were 
truncated at 1.2 nm. The coordinates and the forces for each atom were recorded every 2 ps during the course of the 
trajectory to obtain 5000 configurations. The CG system is constructed replacing a single water molecule by a bead and 
both the center of mass (CoM) and the geometrical center (CoG) were tested as mapping operators. We observed that the 
CoM gives better results in agreement with previous work [28]. The mass of each site was defined as the total mass of the 
water molecule and zero net charge was assigned to each bead. The wavelet based MSCG interaction potential is defined by 
a sum of short-ranged non-bonded central pair potential. For the reconstruction of the CG force field the wavelet family db6 
on the interval I = [0.24, 1.20] nm was employed. We opted for such interval to have enough statistics that support each 
basis functions. The starting level of approximation (resolution) was J = −5 and only one level of wavelets was required to 
have a sufficient accurate reconstruction. To cut out the contribution of unnecessary wavelets a threshold value T = 0.3 was 
set and after the filtering of the coefficients we ended up with 44 basis functions. In the interval I =]0, rmin] the CG force 
field is extrapolated using the function fext(r) = A

(r−B)13 + C , where the values of the parameters A, B and C were chosen 
in order to have continuous connection between the analytical function and the WMSCG force field.

To account for three body correlations, after the first CG simulation we ran a single loop of the YBG method previously 
introduced. The force field and the relative RDFs computed with and without YBG are compared in Fig. 6. From the com-
puted RDFs one evinces that at least one loop of YBG is necessary in order to account for the polar properties of the water 
molecule. Without the information provided by the YBG method, the CG two-body potential badly reproduce the correct 
atomistic radial distribution function. This inability is in particular evident in the first solvation shell and may be caused by 
the angular anisotropy of water. With the contributions provided by one iteration of the YBG procedure, the WMSCG results 
can better represent the atomistic results, which can be seen in the improvement of the structure of the first solvation shell.

5. Discussion

In this paper we have proposed a new, general and systematic approach to the choice of basis functions for the represen-
tation of the CG force field in the frame of MSCG. The method is based on the use of wavelets and related multiresolution
systems in order to represent the CG force field. Our method exploits the ability of wavelets and related MR systems to 
approximate functions efficiently, that is with as few coefficients as possible. A sparse representation of the force field is 
obtained if the CG potential has few non-negligible wavelet coefficients at the fine-scale (high-resolution). Fig. 3 shows that 
wavelet bases are particularly suited for their ability to efficiently approximate functions with few non-zero coefficients. The 
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Fig. 6. Left: Pairwise force between CG water molecules as a function of inter-distance. Dotted line: force profile applying the WMSCG approach. Solid line: 
force profile applying one loop of YBG at the WMSCG approach. Right: RDFs between the center of mass of water molecules. Dots represent the atomistic 
RDF, dashed line the RDF obtained with WMSCG approach and solid line applying one loop of YBG.

simulations show indeed that with only about 25 basis functions we are able to approximate a nonbonded potential. Scal-
ing functions in V j synthesize the wavelets representation at resolutions k > j (equation (14)). This MRA property allows 
to start the signal decomposition/reconstruction at an arbitrary resolution level with the contribution of scaling functions 
adding the wavelets details at lower scales. In principle, although the resolution level from which we start our FF recon-
struction can be chosen arbitrary, in wavelets transform on ]0, 1[ it is more advisable to avoid starting the decomposition 
of non-bonded potentials with global scaling and wavelet functions. Indeed the presence in the force field of a repulsive 
core on one side and a vanishing interaction on the other side, generates some difficulties with global functions. A global 
function is associated with a large coefficient because its support size extends to whole interval and it is “forced” to adapt 
to the repulsive core (see Ref. [17]). But this requires a cancellation mechanism in the region of the cut-off, where the force 
field tends to zero, which is provided by wavelets. For this reason the better results in terms of sparsity were reached with 
a low value of J , the choice made in the paper. The fact that we obtained a sparse representation could be explained by 
the fact that scaling functions acted as a low-pass filter in the signal and alone were able to catch 90% of the features of 
the force field. On the one hand the fact that we could reach a sparse representation even making use of a “too refined” 
description at the level of scaling functions is a further evidence that the method works well in giving sparse representa-
tions of the force field (e.g. box functions and cubic polynomials are not able to perform the same way). On the other hand 
the performances of the approach could strongly be improved if the problem with the global functions would be solved in 
a satisfactory way. A first evidence in this sense could be obtained studying systems were bonded interactions without a 
repulsive core are present. In this systems the CG force field could be optimally represented starting with global functions. 
In the case of non-bonded interactions the problem could be perhaps circumvented using multiresolutions on the interval 
based on rational functions that could be especially suited to capture the shape of LJ-like contributions. Another reason 
to start with scaling functions at a fine scale is that the submatrix Av v with only the cross correlations between scaling 
functions has a better condition number that the submatrix Aw w with the wavelets correlations. This observation can be 
explained by the fact that first, scaling functions are better supported by the data and second, scaling functions produce 
an average reconstruction (low-pass filter) and consequently dumping high frequency. This suggest that in order to obtain a 
numerical more stable solution it is better to start with a resolution at a low scale.

We tested our approach with three simple models, namely argon, water and methanol. In the argon system there is an 
identification of the CG site with the AA site and no degree of freedom is integrated out. So the result has no added entropic 
effects and the outcome of the WMSCG is a wavelet representation of the atomistic non-bonded pairwise forces. Therefore 
the exact CG force field is known and a more reliable comparison between different choices of multiresolution is possible, 
allowing to test rigorously some property of MRA. Because of the simple nature of the model system, it is possible to make 
some a priori statements about the expected CG force field, which can be a guide for the interpretation of the numerical 
results. Despite the simplicity of the model, it provides a nontrivial test of the basis functions and we could investigate the 
role played by different features of the chosen multiresolution systems. Water and methanol systems were also tested to 
investigate the efficacy of the wavelets to provide a sparse representation of the CG potential. For both, we ended up with 
44 basis functions which correspond to a strong improvement compared to Ref. [15]. We also observed that in the case 
of water system, the application of YBG method is necessary in order to take into account the three-body correlations. For 
both systems, CG and AA RDF agree excellently.
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One of the most relevant aspects to be taken into account in using wavelets as basis functions is that, the ability of a 
wavelet to produce a sparse representation of the force field, depends strongly on some of its properties, mostly on the 
regularity, the number of vanishing moments and the support size. Some of the wavelet properties are competing against 
the other, so one has to find a trade-off. One of the most important wavelet properties, in the contest of sparse signal 
representation, is its number of vanishing moments.

The number of vanishing moments measures the rate of decay of a functions toward infinity. The higher the number of 
vanishing moments of a wavelet, the higher the degree of the polynomials that are orthogonal to the wavelets. Hence, the 
wavelet expansion of a signal that is locally well approximated by a polynomial of degree n � p at the scale J will have 
small wavelets coefficients at resolutions j > J . Actually, keeping the approximation error constant, if we choose a wavelet 
family with more vanishing moments we obtain a sparser representation. Furthermore the number of vanishing moments 
is related to the smoothness of the wavelet: for important families of multiresolution systems such as Daubechies, the 
wavelet regularity generally increases with the number of vanishing moments. Smoothness provides numerical stability, so 
better quality CG potential representations are obtained with wavelets that are continuously differentiable. Hence, increasing 
the number of vanishing moments, will lead, at least for some important classes of multiresolution systems, to a double 
advantage: a more sparse representation and, at the same time, a higher quality of the reconstructed CG force field. But 
let us emphasize that, though the number of vanishing moments and the regularity of orthogonal wavelets are related, it 
is the number of vanishing moments and not the regularity that affects the amplitude of the wavelet coefficients at fine 
scales. Consequently, as far as the sparsity of the representation is a concern, we should concentrate our attention in the 
selection of the optimal wavelet on the number of vanishing moments. We investigated the role played by the vanishing 
moments of different wavelet families (see Figs. 1 and 2). Given the previous discussion, one could expect to observe that a 
high number of vanishing moments correlates systematically with a sparser representation of the force field. This behavior 
is indeed observed in the liquid argon system, specifically in the region of the repulsive core. In fact, db16, which has a 
greater number of vanishing moments with respect to db1, gave better results. Hence our results support the idea that 
the nonbonded CG potential needs more vanishing moments in the repulsive region where the potential is approximated 
locally by high-order polynomials. But in the cut-off region we observe an opposite behavior: less vanishing moments and 
consequently a shorter support size is preferred to obtain a more compact representation.

This result can be explained observing that the frequency content of the CG force field varies strongly with the distance r. 
Regions around the core potential with r � rmin, where the signal varies strongly with the distance r, contains high frequency 
components, whereas the region near the cut-off contains low frequencies. In general, if a signal f (t) has an isolated 
singularity at t0 and if t0 is inside the support of ψ j,n(t), then 〈 f , ψ j,n〉 may have a large amplitude. If ψ has a compact 
support of size K , at each scale 2 j there are K wavelets ψ j,n whose support includes t0. In order to minimize the number 
of high amplitude coefficients in presence of singularities we should choose wavelets with a short support size of ψ . 
Unfortunately the requirement to minimize the size of the support is in contrast with the requirement to maximize the 
number of vanishing moments. The optimal wavelet family is the one that better satisfies the compromise between the 
length of the support and the number of vanishing moments and the regularity. Daubechies wavelets, among the wavelet 
families, are optimal in the sense that they have the minimal support for a prescribed number of vanishing moments. 
Wavelets compactly supported in space domain are not bandlimited in frequency domain, however most of them have a 
rapid fall-off so that they can be considered bandlimited. For the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, the better the space 
resolution the poorer the frequency resolution. This discussion suggests that an optimal choice of basis functions is the 
result of a trade-off between different conditions imposed by the force field. We observed that db2 seems to perform better 
than db16 in the force field tail. In r � 0.4 nm an abrupt change in frequency content occurs that has similar effects as 
the presence of a singularity. This resembles border effects observed when a signal defined on an interval is periodically 
repeated. This effect could be enhanced increasing p and therefore the support size of the scaling functions. Actually, the 
scaling functions sharing their support with the two regions of the force field could induce an oscillatory behavior in the 
coefficients that needs cancellation through the contribution of wavelets at lower levels. Thus when choosing a particular 
wavelet, we face a trade-off between the number of vanishing moments and the support size. The support size of a function 
and the number of vanishing moments are a priori independent. However, the constraints imposed on orthogonal wavelets 
imply that if ψ has p vanishing moments then its support is at least of size 2p − 1. If f has few isolated singularities, 
like the nonbonded CG force field at r = 0, and is very regular between singularities, we must choose a wavelet with 
many vanishing moments to produce a large number of small wavelet coefficients 〈 f , ψ j,n〉. On the other hand, in the 
region of cut-off a wavelet with a relative short support, and consequently few vanishing moments, is preferable to obtain 
a more compact representation. The optimal choice would be wavelet that better satisfy the compromise between accuracy 
and sparsity. These results suggest that a better choice would be the implementation of dictionaries so that the different 
families of wavelets could be mixed to build an even sparser CG force field representation. Let us finally observe that, from 
a computation complexity point of view, wavelets with a small support should be preferred.

Another issue in this paper concerns the signal denoising process. The denoising of the reconstructed force field has 
been carried on by thresholding the coefficients with an amplitude below a predetermined value. Thresholding the wavelets 
coefficients yields not only a representation with less parameters but also a denoised signal reconstruction. Moreover, the 
introduction of an energy-connected threshold provides a tool for globally influencing the approximation of the wavelets. 
The advantage of working with an orthonormal basis set of functions is the relationship between the threshold value and 
the L2 norm of the signal removed (this follows directly from the Parseval identity, see equation (17)). The L2 norm of the 
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removed coefficients give us a clear idea of the quantity of signal “energy” we are deleting. By increasing the threshold, 
the basis functions will be removed according to their importance, and a change of regime will be observed. The local 
support of the basis functions allows us to localize them both in spatial and in frequency domain and rejecting a particular 
basis will only affect its area of support. This important property enables an elegant control of the local level-of-detail of 
the approximation. If a system of basis functions is orthonormal, each coefficient is connected with the L2 norm of the 
function to be spanned in a simple way: the square of the modulus of the coefficient equals the amount of L2 norm carried 
by the corresponding basis function. This makes meaningful the introduction of a threshold below which the contribution 
of a basis functions is disregarded. In the approach of Das and Andersen, the use of a basis function is associated with a 
cost and the approach consists in optimizing an objective function by measuring costs and benefits associated with each 
contribution. We believe that our approach has the double advantage to be easier in the implementation and conceptually 
more intrinsic because it measures the usefulness of a contribution in terms of a meaningful property of the function, that 
is L2 (energy) norm. This represents a completely different approach compared to the penalty term of the objective function 
in the elastic net method [15]. In the latter approach, the penalty cost has not a physical meaning. It is worth noticing that 
it is very difficult to compare our approach and the one of Das and Andersen with the information at our disposal about 
their computational setting. Only a comparison related to the same approximation for the same reconstruction would be 
reliable.

A third important issue concerns the number of times a basis function is sampled in the evaluation of the coefficients 
when formulas (9) and (10) are used. The importance of the number of configurations needed by each basis function is 
depicted in Fig. 4. Poor statistics results in unstable coefficients and an unreliable force field reconstruction. In the previously 
proposed approaches, to improve the accuracy one has to increase the number of grid points. As a consequence, to avoid 
unsampled basis functions, one should extend the atomistic simulation trajectory which turns in a bigger matrix. Indeed, 
as the grid become thicker as higher the probability that a function is never supported by events. In a dense grid, it is 
sufficient that a single basis function is never sampled for the matrix to become singular. Never or rarely sampled basis 
functions cannot be just removed because this would open a hole in the reconstructed force field. In our approach, the fact 
that scaling functions and wavelets overlap each other at different scales, enables to remove wavelets contributions related 
to unsampled basis function avoiding singularity in the matrix. In the multiresolution analysis, one can start approximating 
the force field with few scaling functions at a coarse level, and than adding as many layers of wavelets which will add the 
details as needed. Before the inversion of the matrix, we can check the frequency by which each wavelet was sampled and 
suppress all those functions seldom sampled.

6. Conclusions

With this work we endow MSCG method with a new theoretical framework, the multiresolution analysis on bounded 
interval which allows further enhancements in particular in the research of an efficient, accurate and sparse representation 
of the CG force field. The advantage to frame MSCG in MRA theory is that a plenty of new instruments for the optimiza-
tion of the basis functions become available. Hundreds of algorithms and ideas already published could be added taking 
advantage of a sound theory and an ascertain experience of a multitude of scientists in this field. Our results support the 
idea that the properties of the chosen multiresolution system (like e.g. the number of vanishing moments and the support 
size) strongly affect the efficiency of the WMSCG approach. Indeed, given a set of criteria, this approach makes possible a 
systematic investigation of the basis functions optimization using all the instruments available in the multiresolution frame-
work. Daubechies and Symlets wavelets used in this work are only two of the many possible choices. The introduction of 
the MRA framework allows to choose among a huge number of wavelet classes the one that, thank to its properties, gives 
the most compact representation. Nevertheless, in order to identify the most effective wavelet family, a further investigation 
about the properties of different families is required.

The wavelet transform reveals to be effective in approximating the CG potential with few non-zero coefficients. This 
is useful for data compression (sparse representation) and fast calculations. This is achieved by employing a hierarchical 
decomposition of the coarse-grained force field in a wavelets basis functions, in which the CG potential is analyzed at 
various scales and resolutions. This transform uses short windows at high frequencies providing an arbitrarily good time 
resolution and long windows at low frequencies yielding an arbitrarily good frequency resolution. Therefore it is particular 
suited for the characterization and manipulation of CG potentials whose frequency components strongly vary in space. 
Indeed, force fields are characterized by regions, such as the repulsive core, with high frequency components that require 
strongly localized and high frequency components and regions, for example near the cut-off distance where the force field 
tend to zero and only a few low frequency components are required. Multiresolution analysis provides a frame where these 
opposite behaviors of the force field can be taken into account simultaneously in a very effective way. The decomposition 
of the force field into a coarse approximation, obtained by the scaling functions, and the details, added by wavelets at 
different resolution levels, represent an innovative approach with respect to state-of-the-art to obtain a sparse CG force field 
representation. Variations of the thresholds of the wavelet coefficients allow the control of the error of the FF approximation. 
Moreover, the framework of the wavelet transform enables an elegant focus on the local level-of-detail of any particular 
region of interest within the data set.
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In this paper, we introduced the wavelet-based MSCG approach. After the preliminary results presented here, further 
work will be devoted to the implementation of bonded CG interactions to extend the method to more complex systems like 
proteins, DNA and membranes.
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